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Taylor Francis Ltd, United Kingdom, 2009. Hardback. Condition: New. 2nd New edition. Language:
English . This book usually ship within 10-15 business days and we will endeavor to dispatch orders
quicker than this where possible. Brand New Book. Handmade Electronic Music: The Art of
Hardware Hacking provides a long-needed, practical, and engaging introduction to the craft of
making - as well as creatively cannibalizing - electronic circuits for artistic purposes. With a sense of
adventure and no prior knowledge, the reader can subvert the intentions designed into devices such
as radios and toys to discover a new sonic world. At a time when computers dominate music
production, this book offers a rare glimpse into the core technology of early live electronic music, as
well as more recent developments at the hands of emerging artists. In addition to advice on hacking
found electronics, the reader learns how to make contact microphones, pickups for
electromagnetic fields, oscillators, distortion boxes, and unusual signal processors cheaply and
quickly. This revised and expanded second edition is extensively illustrated and includes a DVD
featuring eighty-seven video clips and twenty audio tracks by over one hundred hackers, benders,
musicians, artists, and inventors from around the world, as...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is worth getting. Yes, it really is enjoy, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. You can expect to like how the author publish this book.
-- Pr of . Cindy Pa ucek I-- Pr of . Cindy Pa ucek I

The book is fantastic and great. It is loaded with knowledge and wisdom You are going to like the way the article writer create this ebook.
-- Am a ya  K ing-- Am a ya  K ing
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